7 outdoor
showers

IN THE GARDEN

12

dreamy
garden
nooks

+ Save the bees!

Shopping

3 WENDY HOUSE

Veggie calendar

› Screens & fencing
› 3 clever plans for an
awkward space
› Make a hammock

Our favourites!

Cook with honey

BE INSPIRED

17003

6 009879 964080

Expert advice
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SPECIAL EDITION 2017

Fresh ideas
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yard

R45.00

(vat included)
Namibia N$47.50

CONVERSIONS

WWW.HOMEMAG.CO.ZA

outdoor

makeovers

› Plant a lush living wall › Organise your garage
› Build a splash pool › Revamp a braai area ...and more

Garden edging

Awesome

Before

Who lives here?
Hanno de Swardt and Nico Furstner
WHERE Milnerton, Cape Town
To the left, in front of the kitchen
window, is a koi pond with various
aquatic plants. Lavender softens
the tiled floor and the garage wall
to the right.

FROM BACK

to front!

A clever renovation has turned a bleak utility
space into a warm and welcoming entrance.

By Frieda le Roux • Photographs Francois Oberholster
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T

he utility area just outside the
kitchen – often complete with
clothesline, bins and an outdoor
sink – isn’t really a space you want guests
to see...
But Hanno de Swardt of Milnerton came
up with a clever plan for his: this unsightly
area would become the stylish new
entrance to his home!
When Hanno, an architect with a passion
for interior design and the owner of Onnah
Design, bought his old house in Milnerton in
2016, he knew there was lots of work to be
done. “The place had been sorely neglected
and desperately needed a makeover. In the
end, the roof was just about the only part of
the house that we didn’t touch!” he says.
“The kitchen, with its back door that
opened to the outside, was not only ugly
and dated but also completely cut off from
the living area. So we demolished the
kitchen walls and a wall by the original
stoep to create one large area for living,
eating and cooking.”
This alteration meant that the old back
door was no longer part of the kitchen – it
now opened directly onto the new, large
open-plan living area.
The area outside the kitchen door –
actually a small courtyard cut off from the
rest of the property – was opened out to the
driveway and the old cement pavers were
replaced with large tiles and a koi pond to
create a stylish entrance. A new wall was
built at a right angle to the exterior wall and
clad with rough stone – it now guides guests
to the front door. For the sake of continuity,
the same stone was used to clad a section
of the interior wall.
“The wall creates an alcove that serves as
a transition between the inner and outer
spaces,” says Hanno. “It also conceals the
entrance to the newly built garden cottage
and provides privacy for the tenants.” >>

The entrance to a
house makes an
important statement
about who lives
there. – Hanno

… in!

From the
outdoors…

The new entrance to Hanno and
Nico’s home provides a warm
welcome. The door to the guest
cottage is just visible behind the
stone wall.

Rescue pooch Kingston helps form
the welcoming committee!
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Before
The area beyond the lounge was previously a
TV room but now serves as an office. The stoep,
which was extended during the renovation,
faces north; the large sliding doors ensure that
the space is gloriously sunny in winter.
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makeover
There is a stoep on either side of the spacious living
area; this one is on the street side of the property.

Before

Fine finishes
Wall cladding Overberg slate
from Stone Age Construction
(021 875 5604, stoneagecon.co.za)
Wall paint Light Grey Aluminium
from Plascon
Front door Amdoor (021 701 4566,
amdoor.co.za)
Floor tiles Yukon Grey Structured
from Ceragran (012 327 2414,
ceragran.co.za)
CONTACT Onnah Design 072 110 1079,
onnahdesign.co.za

The greenery
All the plants in the garden are
indigenous, waterwise and able
to withstand the strong Cape
winds, despite the sandy soil.
“We extended the old slate stoep
to line up with the stoep next to
the swimming pool and used the
same tiles on both to form a
cohesive whole,” explains Hanno.
“The stoep is perfect for early
morning coffee or cocktails.”

Bright idea!

Storage space under the built-in
bench keeps braai wood dry.

The built-in corner sofa creates a focal point at the end of the
newly extended stoep. Comfy cushions ensure that it’s the
perfect spot for basking in the sun, reading and relaxing, and
al fresco dining with friends.
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